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• PROUD certificate - This is one chosen child from each class who has displayed

excellent behaviour/attendance or attitude to learning. Each child will receive a

certificate.

• Dojos - Children can earn dojos for:

• Good behaviour

• Following school rules

• Being polite

• Helpful

• Kind to others

• Changing their behaviour

• Supporting others in their team

These dojos would usually be given singularly, with a maximum of 5 dojos for one occasion. 

All staff in school can give dojos. 
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Covid Adaptations:

At Chase View we have given thought to how our Behaviour Policy in School has adjusted to the impact
of Covid. The following changes have been made that have added to and enhanced the smooth and calm running of the school:

Authoritarian At Chase View we have maintained our stance with being authoritarian along side restorative practices. Therefore, all adults 
are happy to discuss lapes in the behaviour in children in order to restore the good behaviour in the first instance BUT to sustain it into the 
future so that the same children don't re-offend doing the same things as before! 

Class Structure KS2: Senior leaders took the decision to reduce class sizes - particularly in KS2 - so that class teachers were able to employ 
restorative practices when dealing with errant behaviour. The smaller class enabling teachers to reach the nub of the problem in a much more time 
effective manner and allowing for teaching and learning behaviour to be restored after a flash point say at lunchtimes or break times. 

Curriculum Timings: Foundation subjects in KS2 have been relocated to the mornings - as we found that children completed their "Lock-down" 
studies in the mornings at home.

In KS2 Subjects are now characterized by being 30mins in duration in the afternoons. This short, and sharp activity allows for children to stay on 
task. We found that afternoons were becoming slow and laborious for both staff and children. Indeed, feedback from the children told us that 
they didn't "DO" their work in the afternoons during lock-down. Therefore, a sharper approach was required for the afternoons.

We shall be trialling some of this work in KS1 during the summer term of 2023. This will take the form of "Fast 5" questions in Maths and a 
Speed Read where children will read a short text and answer 5 questions, Speed Sounds - a RWI Phonic "blitz" for 4-5 mins. A 30 - 40 min 
Foundation lesson and Story Time of 15mins. 

WHOLE SCHOOL:An afternoon "Well-Being Break" has been added to the afternoon. This is 15 mins long and children report back to say that it is 
greatly enjoyed and needed to split the afternoons up. The Well-Being Break was enable by reducing the lunchtime by 15mins. Again, the children 
were consulted and were happy with this reduction as they noticed that behaviour at Lunch could become problematic when it was longer.

LUNCHTIME:"Covid Keeps". As a school we have decided to keep lunchtimes in classrooms especially for years 3/4/5 &6. Children say that they 
are happier to be with their friends in a calmer classroom rather than a noisy hall! Behaviour has benefited from this too.

However, we have returned Year 1 and 2 to the hall as behaviour began to deteriorate with food being dropped on the floor, poor table 
manners being exhibited, not selecting appropriate food for their taste and therefore, wasting food, not wanting to clear their space/table 
after eating. This has now improved.

Bagel Breakfasts:This initiative was introduced just before COVID and consolidated during the Pandemic. Staff and children report that 
children are more responsive and show improved learning behaviour throughout the morning. 

ClassDojo: The introduction of class dojo has enable the school to keep in contact with ALL parents and Carers about their children. We 
can update them on behaviour as the app is able to display positive dojos for praise amongst many features. Negative dojos can be 
administered where children have shown inappropriate behaviour.

Dojo shopping has been created so that children can purchase items (small toys and gifts), with the dojos earnt! 




